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Getting Started with Raspberry Pi
An introduction to RF propagation that spans all wirelessapplications This book
provides readers with a solid understanding of theconcepts involved in the
propagation of electromagnetic waves andof the commonly used modeling
techniques. While many books cover RFpropagation, most are geared to cellular
telephone systems and,therefore, are limited in scope. This title is comprehensiveittreats the growing number of wireless applications that range wellbeyond the
mobile telecommunications industry, including radar andsatellite communications.
The author's straightforward, clear style makes it easy for readersto gain the
necessary background in electromagnetics, communicationtheory, and probability,
so they can advance to propagation modelsfor near-earth, indoor, and earth-space
propagation. Criticaltopics that readers would otherwise have to search a number
ofresources to find are included: * RF safety chapter provides a concise
presentation of FCCrecommendations, including application examples, and
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preparesreaders to work with real-world propagating systems * Antenna chapter
provides an introduction to a wide variety ofantennas and techniques for antenna
analysis, including a detailedtreatment of antenna polarization and axial ratio; the
chaptercontains a set of curves that permit readers to estimatepolarization loss
due to axial ratio mismatch between transmittingand receiving antennas without
performing detailedcalculations * Atmospheric effects chapter provides curves of
typicalatmospheric loss, so that expected loss can be determinedeasily * Rain
attenuation chapter features a summary of how to apply theITU and Crane rain
models * Satellite communication chapter provides the details ofearth-space
propagation analysis including rain attenuation,atmospheric absorption, path
length determination and noisetemperature determination Examples of widely
used models provide all the details andinformation needed to allow readers to
apply the models withconfidence. References, provided throughout the book,
enablereaders to explore particular topics in greater depth.Additionally, an
accompanying Wiley ftp site provides supportingMathCad files for select figures in
the book. With its emphasis on fundamentals, detailed examples,
andcomprehensive coverage of models and applications, this is anexcellent text for
upper-level undergraduate or graduate students,or for the practicing engineer who
needs to develop anunderstanding of propagation phenomena.

Sensor Systems and Software
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The global burden of chronic non-communicable diseases (NCDs), such as
hypertension, diabetes and cancers, and of common mental disorders such as
depression and anxiety, has a disproportionate impact on the low- and middleincome countries (LMICs) of Africa, Asia and Latin America. The pattern persists in
African and Asian migrant populations in European and North American countries,
despite the higher standards of living and improved health infrastructure. The
consensus of experts is that pragmatic, cost-effective and sustainable
interventions are required, and that these must prioritise the social determinants
of NCDs as well as the social participation of affected communities. Despite the
growing emphasis on the role of social processes in health system responses to
chronic disease in LMICs, there has been no definitive volume that brings together
LMIC perspectives on these issues. This book aims to address this major gap by
presenting new conceptual and empirical perspectives on the interconnections
between culture, ethnicity and chronic conditions in LMICs and their implications
for research, intervention and policy. The chapters focus on lay and institutional
meanings, experiences and responses to chronic conditions in selected countries in
Africa, Europe and the Caribbean. This book was originally published as a special
issue of Ethnicity and Health.

10th International Conference on Robotics, Vision, Signal
Processing and Power Applications
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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International
Conference on Distributed and Computer and Communication Networks, DCCN
2016, held in Moscow, Russia, in November 2016. The 50 revised full papers and
the 6 revised short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
141 submissions. The papers cover the following topics: computer and
communication networks architecture optimization; control in computer and
communication networks; performance and QoS/QoE evaluation in wireless
networks; analytical modeling and simulation of next-generation communications
systems; queuing theory and reliability theory applications in computer networks;
wireless 4G/5G networks, cm- and mm-wave radio technologies; RFID technology
and its application in intellectual transportation networks; internet of things,
wearables, and applications of distributed information systems; probabilistic and
statistical models in information systems; mathematical modeling of high-tech
systems; mathematical modeling and control problems; distributed and cloud
computing systems, big data analytics.

Machine-to-machine (M2M) Communications
MobiCom '17: The 23rd Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and
Networking Oct 16, 2017-Oct 20, 2017 Snowbird, USA. You can view more
information about this proceeding and all of ACM�s other published conference
proceedings from the ACM Digital Library: http://www.acm.org/dl.
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Distributed Computer and Communication Networks
LPWAN Technologies for IoT and M2M Applications provides insight into LPWAN
technologies, also presenting a wide range of applications and a discussion on
security issues and future challenges and research directions. This book is a
beneficial and insightful resource for university researchers, graduate students and
R&D engineers who are designing networks and implementing IoT applications. To
support new requirements for this emerging industry, a new paradigm of Low
Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) has recently evolved, including LoRa, Sigfox
and NB-IoT, hence this book presents the latest updates.

2017 International Conference on Electromechanical and Power
Systems (SIELMEN)
An all-in-one reference to the major Home Area Networking, Building Automation
and AMI protocols, including 802.15.4 over radio or PLC, 6LowPAN/RPL, ZigBee 1.0
and Smart Energy 2.0, Zwave, LON, BACNet, KNX, ModBus, mBus, C.12 and
DLMS/COSEM, and the new ETSI M2M system level standard. In-depth coverage of
Smart-grid and EV charging use cases. This book describes the Home Area
Networking, Building Automation and AMI protocols and their evolution towards
open protocols based on IP such as 6LowPAN and ETSI M2M. The authors discuss
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the approach taken by service providers to interconnect the protocols and solve
the challenge of massive scalability of machine-to-machine communication for
mission-critical applications, based on the next generation machine-to-machine
ETSI M2M architecture. The authors demonstrate, using the example of the
smartgrid use case, how the next generation utilities, by interconnecting and
activating our physical environment, will be able to deliver more energy (notably
for electric vehicles) with less impact on our natural resources. Key Features:
Offers a comprehensive overview of major existing M2M and AMI protocols Covers
the system aspects of large scale M2M and smart grid applications Focuses on
system level architecture, interworking, and nationwide use cases Explores recent
emerging technologies: 6LowPAN, ZigBee SE 2.0 and ETSI M2M, and for existing
technologies covers recent developments related to interworking Relates ZigBee to
the issue of smartgrid, in the more general context of carrier grade M2M
applications Illustrates the benefits of the smartgrid concept based on real
examples, including business cases This book will be a valuable guide for project
managers working on smartgrid, M2M, telecommunications and utility projects,
system engineers and developers, networking companies, and home automation
companies. It will also be of use to senior academic researchers, students, and
policy makers and regulators.

2016 Symposium on Communications and Vehicular
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Technologies (SCVT)
The Internet of Things
Between bad weather, hard work, and a food shortage, passengers on Noah's ark
wonder if things could get worse until, on day thirty, Noah helps them to make it all
better. Includes author's note about empathy.

The 14th EAI International Conference on Mobile and
Ubiquitous Systems
With the proliferation of future wireless technologies and electronic devices, there
is a fast growing interest in ubiquitous and future networks In the days to come, we
expect that the ubiquitous communication and networking technologies will
become ubiquitous along with the emergence of many future networking
technologies The ubiquitous and future network will offer multiservice, multimedia
services convergence, mobility, service ubiquity and context awareness, fixed
mobile convergence, quality of service, variable connectivity, spontaneous
networking, autonomic networking and other capabilities as the norm Building on
the success of the last ten years, the Eleventh International Conference on
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Ubiquitous and Future Networks (ICUFN 2019) aims at addressing advances in
research on ubiquitous and future networks, covering topics ranging from
technology issues to emerging applications and test bed developments

2017 13th International Conference on Advanced Technologies,
Systems and Services in Telecommunications (TELSIKS)
This book constitutes the proceedings of the second International Conference on
Smart Cities, Smart-CT 2017, held in Málaga, Spain, in June 2017. The 16 papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 21
submissions. The topics covered include studies and tools to improve road traffic,
energy consumption, logistics, frameworks to provide new services and take
decisions in a holistic way, driving assistance, electric vehicles, public transport,
and surveys on smart city concepts.

AETA 2018 - Recent Advances in Electrical Engineering and
Related Sciences: Theory and Application
Part one of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Communications covers machine-tomachine systems, architecture and components. Part two assesses performance
management techniques for M2M communications. Part three looks at M2M
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applications, services, and standardization. Machine-to-machine communications
refers to autonomous communication between devices or machines. This book
serves as a key resource in M2M, which is set to grow significantly and is expected
to generate a huge amount of additional data traffic and new revenue streams,
underpinning key areas of the economy such as the smart grid, networked homes,
healthcare and transportation. Examines the opportunities in M2M for businesses
Analyses the optimisation and development of M2M communications Chapters
cover aspects of access, scheduling, mobility and security protocols within M2M
communications

Applications in Electronics Pervading Industry, Environment
and Society
This book focuses on the Internet of Everything and related fields. The Internet of
Everything adds connectivity and intelligence to just about every device, giving it
special functions. The book provides a common platform for integrating
information from heterogeneous sources. However, this can be quite reductive, as
the Internet of Everything provides links not only among things, but also data,
people, and business processes. The evolution of current sensor and device
networks, with strong interactions between people and social environments, will
have a dramatic impact on everything from city planning, first responders, the
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military and health. Such a shared ecosystem will allow for the interaction between
data, sensor inputs and heterogeneous systems. Semantics is a fundamental
component of this since semantic technologies are able to provide the necessary
bridge between different data representations, and to solve terminology
incongruence. Integrating data from distributed devices, sensor networks, social
networks and biomedical instruments requires, first of all, the systematization of
the current state of the art in such fields. Then, it is necessary to identify a
common action thread to actually merge and homogenize standards and
techniques applied in such a heterogeneous field. The exact requirements of an
Internet of Everything environment need to be precisely identified and formally
expressed, and finally, the role of modern computing paradigms, such as Cloud
and Fog Computing, needs to be assessed with respect to the requirements
expressed by an Internet of Everything ecosystem.

Distributed Computer and Communication Networks
These proceedings address a broad range of topic areas, including
telecommunication, power systems, digital signal processing, robotics, control
systems, renewable energy, power electronics, soft computing and more. Today’s
world is based on vitally important technologies that combine e.g. electronics,
cybernetics, computer science, telecommunication, and physics. However, since
the advent of these technologies, we have been confronted with numerous
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technological challenges such as finding optimal solutions to various problems
regarding controlling technologies, signal processing, power source design,
robotics, etc. Readers will find papers on these and other topics, which share fresh
ideas and provide state-of-the-art overviews. They will also benefit practitioners,
who can easily apply the issues discussed here to solve real-life problems in their
own work. Accordingly, the proceedings offer a valuable resource for all scientists
and engineers pursuing research and applications in the above-mentioned fields.

Stochastic Geometry Analysis of Cellular Networks
Coding for kids is cool with Raspberry Pi and this elementary guide Even if your
kids don't have an ounce of computer geek in them, they can learn to code with
Raspberry Pi and this wonderful book. Written for 11- to 15-year-olds and assuming
no prior computing knowledge, this book uses the wildly successful, low-cost,
credit-card-sized Raspberry Pi computer to explain fundamental computing
concepts. Young people will enjoy going through the book's nine fun projects while
they learn basic programming and system administration skills, starting with the
very basics of how to plug in the board and turn it on. Each project includes a lively
and informative video to reinforce the lessons. It's perfect for young, eager selflearners—your kids can jump in, set up their Raspberry Pi, and go through the
lessons on their own. Written by Carrie Anne Philbin, a high school teacher of
computing who advises the U.K. government on the revised ICT Curriculum
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Teaches 11- to 15-year-olds programming and system administration skills using
Raspberry Pi Features 9 fun projects accompanied by lively and helpful videos
Raspberry Pi is a $35/£25 credit-card-sized computer created by the non-profit
Raspberry Pi Foundation; over a million have been sold Help your children have fun
and learn computing skills at the same time with Adventures in Raspberry Pi.

2019 Eleventh International Conference on Ubiquitous and
Future Networks (ICUFN)
This book gathers papers from the International Conference on Advanced
Intelligent Systems for Sustainable Development (AI2SD-2019), held on July 08–11,
2019 in Marrakech, Morocco, which address the environment, industry and
economy, and the role of advanced intelligent systems and computing in
connection with these three fields. The book includes a host of interesting studies
and successful applications regarding the economy and industry, e.g. in
Manufacturing, Digital Factories, Smart Supply Chain Management in Industry,
Project Management in Industry, Digital Economy, Digital Business, M-commerce,
Blockchain and Digital Currencies. In addition, the book highlights work that
addresses the environmental aspect, covering topics such as Big Data Analysis &
the Internet of Things for Environmental Management, Sensor Networks for
Environmental Services, Network Interoperability in Environmental Ecosystems,
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Wireless Sensors and Cognitive Radio Networks, Environmental Management
Computing Systems, Sustainable Mobility Solutions, Remote Sensing Applications,
Geo-information & Geophysics. Addressing social, legislative and environmental
aspects, the book is intended for all stakeholders in the industrial world. It will be
of interest e.g. to customers, helping them improve their profits and economic
profitability, and to professionals and fishermen working to evolve and optimize
their supply chains, and to improve productivity, in the fiercely competitive I4.0
world. The authors of each chapter report on the state of the art and present the
outcomes of their own research, laboratory experiments, and successful
applications. The purpose of the book is to combine the idea of advanced
intelligent systems with appropriate tools and techniques for modeling,
management, and decision support in the fields of the environment, industry and
economy.

Ubiquitous Computing and Ambient Intelligence
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Ad-hoc, Mobile, and Wireless Networks, ADHOC-NOW 2018, held in
St. Malo, France, in September 2018. The 21 full and 6 short papers plus 2 invited
talks presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 52
submissions. The contributions were organized in topical sections named: on adhoc, mobile and wireless sensor, networks and computing.
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LPWAN Technologies for IoT and M2M Applications
Satellite communications, Cable and optical communications, Mobile
communications, Computational electromagnetic, Antennas and propagation, RF
and microwave technique, Electromagnetic compatibility, Broadcasting and digital
television, Digital signal processing, Multimedia communications, Broadband
wireless access, Telecommunication networks, Modulations and coding, Internet
technologies, New telecommunications technologies and services, other

2018 26th European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO)
The book offers unique insight into the modern world of wireless communication
that included 5G generation, implementation in Internet of Things (IoT), and
emerging biomedical applications. To meet different design requirements, gaining
perspective on systems is important. Written by international experts in industry
and academia, the intended audience is practicing engineers with some electronics
background. It presents the latest research and practices in wireless
communication, as industry prepares for the next evolution towards a trillion
interconnected devices. The text further explains how modern RF wireless systems
may handle such a large number of wireless devices. Covers modern wireless
technologies (5G, IoT), and emerging biomedical applications Discusses novel RF
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systems, CMOS low power circuit implementation, antennae arrays, circuits for
medical imaging, and many other emerging technologies in wireless co-space.
Written by a mixture of top industrial experts and key academic professors.

2017 Internet Technologies and Applications (ITA)
The Symposium is aimed at presenting and discussing the latest scientific and
technical advances in communication systems and vehicular communication
technology This year s symposium is themed around the Internet of Things and
Machine to Machine communications

ZigBee Wireless Networks and Transceivers
Started like a pan Romanian forum, the conference has grown and reached the
11th edition attracting any specialists from different countries The aim of the
conference is to provide an opportunity for academics, practitioners and
researchers to debate new achievements or concepts, approaches and innovative
practices within the continuously progressing world of electromechanical and
power systems

Smart Cities
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Computer communication networks have come of age. Today, there is hardly any
professional, particularly in engineering, that has not been the user of such a
network. This proliferation requires the thorough understanding of the behavior of
networks by those who are responsible for their operation as well as by those
whose task it is to design such networks. This is probably the reason for the large
number of books, monographs, and articles treating relevant issues, problems, and
solutions in this field. Among all computer network architectures, those based on
broadcast mul tiple access channels stand out in their uniqueness. These networks
appear naturally in environments requiring user mobility where the use of any
fixed wiring is impossible and a wireless channel is the only available option.
Because of their desirable characteristics multiple access networks are now used
even in environments where a wired point-to-point network could have been
installed. The understanding of the operation of multiple access network through
their performance analysis is the focus of this book.

Multiple Access Protocols
Achieve faster and more efficient network design and optimization with this
comprehensive guide. Some of the most prominent researchers in the field explain
the very latest analytic techniques and results from stochastic geometry for
modelling the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution in
heterogeneous cellular networks. This book will help readers to understand the
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effects of combining different system deployment parameters on key performance
indicators such as coverage and capacity, enabling the efficient allocation of
simulation resources. In addition to covering results for network models based on
the Poisson point process, this book presents recent results for when non-Poisson
base station configurations appear Poisson, due to random propagation effects
such as fading and shadowing, as well as non-Poisson models for base station
configurations, with a focus on determinantal point processes and tractable
approximation methods. Theoretical results are illustrated with practical Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) applications and compared with real-world deployment results.

Culture, Ethnicity and Chronic Conditions
This LNCS double volume LNCS 10069-10070 constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 10th International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing and Ambient
Intelligence, UCAmI 2016, which includes the International Work Conference on
Ambient Assisted Living (IWAAL), and the International Conference on Am-bient
Intelligence for Health (AmIHEALTH), held in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain, in
November/December 2016. The 69 full papers presented together with 40 short
papers and 5 doctoral consortium papers were carefully reviewed and selected
from 145 submissions. UCAmI 2016 is focused on research topics related to
ambient assisted living, internet of things, smart cities, ambient intelligence for
health, human-computer interaction, ad-hoc and sensor networks, and security.
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Ambient Assisted Living. ICT-based Solutions in Real Life
Situations
Internet of Everything
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 22nd International
Conference on Distributed and Computer and Communication Networks, DCCN
2019, held in Moscow, Russia, in September 2019. The 50 full papers and 2 short
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 174 submissions. The papers
cover the following topics: Computer and Communication Networks and
Technologies, Analytical Modeling of Distributed Systems, and Distributed Systems
Applications.

Advanced Multimedia and Ubiquitous Engineering
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the
7th EAI International Conference on Sensor Systems and Software, S-Cube 2016,
held in Sophia Antipolis, Nice, France, in December 2016. The 15 revised full
papers and 5 invited papers cover technologies for wireless sensor networks, smart
city and industry 4.0 applications, and smart sensing.
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Ubiquitous Networking
The conference will draw together researchers and developers from academia and
industry across all fields of Internet computing and engineering

Ubiquitous Computing and Ambient Intelligence
The Information and communication technology (ICT) industry is said to account for
2% of the worldwide carbon emissions – a fraction that continues to grow with the
relentless push for more and more sophisticated computing equipment, cmunications infrastructure, and mobile devices. While computers evolved in the
directionofhigherandhigherperformanceformostofthelatterhalfofthe20thc- tury, the
late 1990’s and early 2000’ssaw a new emergingfundamentalconcern that has
begun to shape our day-to-day thinking in system design – power dissipation. As
we elaborate in Chapter 1, a variety of factors colluded to raise power-ef?ciency as
a ?rst class design concern in the designer’s mind, with profound consequences all
over the ?eld: semiconductor process design, circuit design, design automation
tools, system and application software, all the way to large data centers. Poweref?cient System Design originated from a desire to capture and highlight the
exciting developments in the rapidly evolving ?eld of power and energy opmization in electronic and computer based systems. Tremendous progress has
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been made in the last two decades, and the topic continues to be a fascinating
research area. To develop a clearer focus, we have concentrated on the relatively
higher level of design abstraction that is loosely called the system level. In addition
to the ext- sive coverage of traditional power reduction targets such as CPU and
memory, the book is distinguished by detailed coverage of relatively modern
power optimization ideas focussing on components such as compilers, operating
systems, servers, data centers, and graphics processors.

Power-efficient System Design
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th European Conference
on Ambient Intelligence, AmI 2019, held in Rome, Italy, in November 2019. The 20
full papers presented together with 10 short papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 50 submissions. The papers cover topics such as embedded devices
that can merge unobtrusively and in natural ways using information and
intelligence hidden in the network connecting these devices (e.g., the Internet of
Things). The main topic of AmI 2019 was “Data-driven Ambient Intelligence,” which
follows the vision of Calm Technology, where technology is useful but does not
demand our full attention or interfere with our usual behavior and activities.

IoT and Low-Power Wireless
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This book provides a thorough overview of cutting-edge research on electronics
applications relevant to industry, the environment, and society at large. It covers a
broad spectrum of application domains, from automotive to space and from health
to security, while devoting special attention to the use of embedded devices and
sensors for imaging, communication and control. The book is based on the 2018
ApplePies Conference, held in Pisa, Italy in September 2018, which brought
together researchers and stakeholders to consider the most significant current
trends in the field of applied electronics and to debate visions for the future. Areas
addressed by the conference included information communication technology;
biotechnology and biomedical imaging; space; secure, clean and efficient energy;
the environment; and smart, green and integrated transport. As electronics
technology continues to develop apace, constantly meeting previously unthinkable
targets, further attention needs to be directed toward the electronics applications
and the development of systems that facilitate human activities. This book, written
by industrial and academic professionals, represents a valuable contribution in this
endeavor.

Ambient Intelligence
This proceedings book presents a collection of research papers from the 10th
International Conference on Robotics, Vision, Signal Processing & Power
Applications (ROVISP 2018), which serves as a platform for researchers, scientists,
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engineers, academics and industrial professionals from around the globe to share
their research findings and development activities. The book covers various topics
of interest, including, but not limited to: •Robotics, Control, Mechatronics and
Automation•Vision, Image, and Signal Processing•Artificial Intelligence and
Computer Applications•Electronic Design and Applications•Biomedical,
Bioengineering and Applications•RF, Antenna Applications and Telecommunication
Systems•Power Systems, High Voltage and Renewable Energy•Electrical Machines,
Drives and Power Electronics•Devices, Circuits and Embedded Systems•Sensors
and Sensing Techniques

Digital Communication. Towards a Smart and Secure Future
Internet
What can you do with the Raspberry Pi, a $35 computer the size of a credit card?
All sorts of things! If you’re learning how to program, or looking to build new
electronic projects, this hands-on guide will show you just how valuable this flexible
little platform can be. This book takes you step-by-step through many fun and
educational possibilities. Take advantage of several preloaded programming
languages. Use the Raspberry Pi with Arduino. Create Internet-connected projects.
Play with multimedia. With Raspberry Pi, you can do all of this and more. Get
acquainted with hardware features on the Pi’s board Learn enough Linux to move
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around the operating system Pick up the basics of Python and Scratch—and start
programming Draw graphics, play sounds, and handle mouse events with the
Pygame framework Use the Pi’s input and output pins to do some hardware
hacking Discover how Arduino and the Raspberry Pi complement each other
Integrate USB webcams and other peripherals into your projects Create your own
Pi-based web server with Python

Retronics
ZigBee is a short-range wireless networking standard backed by such industry
leaders as Motorola, Texas Instruments, Philips, Samsung, Siemens, Freescale, etc.
It supports mesh networking, each node can transmit and receive data, offers high
security and robustness, and is being rapidly adopted in industrial,
control/monitoring, and medical applications. This book will explain the ZigBee
protocol, discuss the design of ZigBee hardware, and describe how to design and
implement ZigBee networks. The book has a dedicated website for the latest
technical updates, ZigBee networking calculators, and additional materials. Dr.
Farahani is a ZigBee system engineer for Freescale semiconductors Inc. The book
comes with a dedicated website that contains additional resources and calculators:
http://www.learnZigBee.com Provides a comprehensive overview of ZigBee
technology and networking, from RF/physical layer considerations to application
layer development Discusses ZigBee security features such as encryption
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Describes how ZigBee can be used in location detection applications Explores
techniques for ZigBee co-existence with other wireless technologies such as
802.11 and Bluetooth The book comes with a dedicated website that contains
additional resources and calculators: http://www.learnZigBee.com

Advanced Intelligent Systems for Sustainable Development
(AI2SD’2019)
This book presents the proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Multimedia and Ubiquitous Engineering (MUE2017) and the 12th International
Conference on Future Information Technology (FutureTech2017), held in Seoul,
South Korea on May 22–24, 2017. These two conferences provided an opportunity
for academic and industrial professionals to discuss recent advances in the area of
multimedia and ubiquitous environments including models and systems, new
directions, and novel applications associated with the utilization and acceptance of
ubiquitous computing devices and systems. The resulting papers address the latest
technological innovations in the fields of digital convergence, multimedia
convergence, intelligent applications, embedded systems, mobile and wireless
communications, bio-inspired computing, grid and cloud computing, semantic web,
user experience, HCI, and security and trust computing. The book offers a valuable
resource for a broad readership, including students, academic researchers, and
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professionals. Further, it provides an overview of current research and a
“snapshot” for those new to the field.

Ad-hoc, Mobile, and Wireless Networks
Audio and acoustic signal processing Speech and language processing Image and
video processing Multimedia signal processing Signal processing theory and
methods Sensor array and multichannel signal processing Signal processing for
communications Radar and sonar signal processing Signal processing over graphs
and networks Nonlinear signal processing Statistical signal processing Compressed
sensing and sparse modeling Optimization methodsMachine learning Bio medical
image and signal processing Signal processing for computer vision and robotics
Computational imaging Spectral imaging Information forensics and security Signal
processing for power systems Signal processing for education Bioinformatics and
genomics Signal processing for big data Signal processing for the internet of things
Design implementation of signal processing systems Other signal processing areas

Worse and Worse on Noah's Ark
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 28th International Tyrrhenian
Workshop on Digital Communication, TIWDC 2017, which took place in Palermo,
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Italy, in September 2017. The 18 papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 40 submissions. They were organized in topical
sections named: biometric systems; emerging services with Network Function
Virtualization (NFV); multimedia forensics; security protocols; software defined
networks; and technologies for Internet of Things (IoT).

HotWireless'17
the 14th EAI International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems:
Computing, Networking and Services Nov 07, 2017-Nov 10, 2017 Melbourne,
Australia. You can view more information about this proceeding and all of ACM�s
other published conference proceedings from the ACM Digital Library:
http://www.acm.org/dl.

Adventures in Raspberry Pi
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International WorkConference on Ambient Assisted Living, IWAAL 2015, held in Puerto Varas, Chile, in
December 2015. The 20 full papers presented with 7 short papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 31 submissions. The focus of the papers is on following
topics: ambient assisted living for tele-care and tele-rehabilitation; ambient
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assisted living environments; behaviour analysis and activity recognition; sensing
for health and wellbeing; human interaction and perspectives in ambient assisted
living solutions.

Introduction to RF Propagation
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 11th
International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing and Ambient Intelligence,
UCAmI 2017, held in Philadelphia, PA, USA in November 2017. The 60 revised full
papers and 22 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
100 submissions. The papers are presented in six tracks and two special sessions.
These are Ambient Assisted Living, Human-Computer Interaction, Ambient
Intelligence for Health, Internet of Things and Smart Cities, Ad-hoc and Sensor
Networks, Sustainability, Socio-Cognitive and Affective Computing, AmI-Systems
and Machine Learning.
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